FAREWELL SYMPOSIUM IN HONOUR OF ELKE MADER

October 4th, 2019
HS-A, Department of Social and Cultural Anthropology, Universitätsstraße 7 (NIG), 1010 Vienna, 4th floor
12:30 | Welcome Address and Laudatio
   Hajo Boomgaarden | Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Vienna
   Peter Schweitzer | Head of the Department of Social & Cultural Anthropology, University of Vienna

13:00 | Session I
   **Place, Myth and Media**
   Jon Mitchell | University of Sussex

   **Female Power, Male Autonomy and Egalitarian Politics in Indigenous Amazonia**
   Laura Rival | University of Oxford

14:30 | Coffee Break

15:00 | Session II
   **The role of visual anthropology in the (so-called) Post-truth era**
   Jorge Grau Rebollo | Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

   **Koffee with Elke: On the Joys of SRK**
   Rajinder Dudrah | Birmingham School of Media

16:30 | Coffee Break

17:00 | Last but not least
   **Memories and Greetings**
   Friends and Colleagues

Moderation: Thomas Fillitz | University of Vienna